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Participatory planning



“We define public participation as
any process that involves the public

in problem-solving or decision-
making and that uses public input to

make better decisions”

Iap2
https://www.iap2.org/page/ethics



In this course the
focus will be
public
participation
in landuse and
transportation
planning



The rich terminology for
participatory planning

Traditional terminology
• Advocacy planning (Davidoff, 1965)
• Self-planning (Friedman, 1970),
• Transactive planning (Friedman, 1973)
• User-planning (Olivegren, 1975)
• Community action planning (Hamdi & Goerthert, 1997)
• Deliberative planning (Forester, 1999)
• Communicative or collaborative planning (Healey, 1997; Innes & Booher, 1999)
• Community planning and design (Sanoff, 1999)
• Agonistic pluralism (Mouffe, 1999)

Recent additions
• Self-organized planning
• Tactical urbanism
• DIY urbanism



Your own
views
about
participatory
planning



Your pre-
course
individual
assignments



Pre-course individual
assignment

You were also asked to reflect your personal attitudes to public participation

Let’s discuss about these self-reflections
 Form pairs
 Interview your pair about his/her personal reflections, attitudes and

experiences regarding public participation in urban planning
 Let’s discuss 10 min
 Then you will be asked to introduce your pair



Reflect your personal
attitudes towards public

participation



Ideas about Public Participation

I think public participation is a
good thing butas aplanners
weshouldn’t ask opinions or

suggestions from public if we have
no intensionof listening to them.

Is it ever truly possible to know
which actions will ‘work best’
for a specific demographic or
user-group if public input is

minimal and decisions simply
pass down from a higher level

of planners and decision
makers?

I think the key to an experience of
participation is a sense of being heard

combined with the sense of being able to
influence decisions.It is also a key to becoming

an active citizen who cares about shaping a
better future together.

I have become increasingly aware that
planning should be place-specific and in place
specific planning we need information about

the local qualities in different areas, as much as
possible. Here the inhabitants are the ones with

the most information about the urban
experiences in their environment, so this

information should be utilized in the form of
participatory planning.

I think it is important to ask
the views of the

participants even before
the planning, in the

analysis phase, - not only
when the plans are well

advanced.



Good practices We had 50 thousand euros available for both
areas,and in the end  the residents were allowed to

vote on their preferred proposals. Ideas were
collected from people both on the internet and in

addition, some physical places, such as some shopping
malls, libraries, international associations, and
churches had idea “boxes” where people were

allowed to submit their ideas. We also went to both
areas on-site to ask people for ideas

I think one good example of
informing the residents what is
happening and where, and how
to participate and when, I saw in
Lahti, where some development

was happening in
Aleksanterinkatu and there were

these blocks of information on
the street. They brought the

information (with pictures) to
the people on the exact place

where the development would
happen and told where to get

more information.

I have started to follow the organization in Helsinki called
Dodo, which is promotinglow-keyparticipatory planning

practices in Helsinkiwith an environmental twist. They have
transformed the former railwaydepot in Pasila to a beautiful

urban gardening hub, hosting also sportive, cultural and
social functions. I’ve considered their activities as a great

example of self-organization

The power of public participation has been
strengthened by a visioning workshop that I have
experienced in another course during my studies.

The project was about redesigning Lohja in a
sustainable way and citizens from Lohja were

invited to a visioning workshop on different topics,
such as mobility and energy. I was positively

surprised that so many people of different age and
backgrounds were eager to participate and

amazed by all their ideas, that we would not have
thought of, and their insights about Lohja.

Helsinki is actively developing
citizen’s participation

opportunities. For example, I am
a part of the community

development group and have
been also subscribedemail

notifications about currently on
display plansplus attended
resident events. Still, these

opportunities do not reach all
the citizens.



Not so good practices

My personal experiences on public participation in the
planning field are strongly related to top-down processes,

such as residents’ hearing events, and to the reluctant
attitude of designers towards public participation.

In Leppävaara they put some 3d models to site
and then wait thatcitizens put their comments

to software. Andafter that some Espoos worker
maybe regonize and maybe put effort that their

designers or planners get that comment. But
Idon’thave full view of their prosses about that

how they manage to data what they get.

One process that I’ve been following lately is
the plan for new kindergartenin Kumpulathat
has raised a lot of frustration and anger within
the neighbourhood.The problem in the plan
was, that the kindergarten was planned on
top of a rock that wasa popular place to hang
out and play. This came as a surprise to the
locals, because the plan was from the 1990s
and the hearings had been done then and
hence the planners didn’t have to organize the
hearings now with the current residents.



Methods

I amvery interestedin the novel ways of facilitating
participation such as soft-GIS. Since they provide away
to produce input to theprocess bythe citizens which is in
a form that is manageableand useful for the planner.
Events such as traditional town hall meetings have the
risk of being dominated by few loud individuals.
Theyalsomight beattendedonlyby a small section ofthe
residents of the area.

Näin ennen kurssia
ennakkokäsitykseni hyvistä

osallistamisen keinoista ovat
hyvinkin perinteiset. Näihin

kuuluvat kirjeitse tiedottaminen
prosessin edetessä, yksityisten

maanomistajien ja
hanketoimijoiden kanssa käydyt

neuvottelut sekä yleisötilaisuudet.
Sosiaalinen media tuo lisäarvoa

tiedottamiseen, joka ei mielestäni
voi kuitenkaan korvata edellä

mainittuja toimenpiteitä. Altogether, it’s about people having fun
and building something that they can be

collectively proud of. The physical
outcome is of secondary importance. The
design is often quite low-brow—fun and

colorful, but nothing that’s going to
attract tourists. Interestingly, the spaces
rarely get vandalized. Is this a physical
outcome or a social outcome? The line

gets blurry.

My most recent contact with participatoryplanning
was last week when I was joining a public info meeting
regarding a bridge build inHankoo, I was there via my

work and took notes of the questions and answers.
The meetingwas a Teams meeting due to covid

restrictions, and first the planners and city council
talkedabout the different options and then the public
participants could ask questions. I think thisworked
very well and there were + 50 people in the meeting

and they asked a lot ofquestions.



Participants

we have to remember that city and its neighborhoods do not exists only for
the local residents but should also exists for all the people using the space,

so we should not overly much listen only about the opinions of locals, as
that might create exclusionary spaces that are not very inviting for other
people. Extra difficulties arise when building new housing areas, how to

listen the options of future residents on what they want from their
environment?

Public participation meetings, at least in my
experience, are situations where people can

air out their frustration and anger. Often
planners areseen as politicians or at least as
people controlled by politicians.The average
age of people who participate in such events

seems to be over 50.

typically participants have certain attitudes and,
in my experience,represent mostly elderly

people or families. Youngpeople are usually
missing. This kind of participation environment
does not always provide enoughinspiration for
young people, although there have been also

interesting experiments,for example with games



Issues I would like to name this kind of planning
‚pseudo-participation‘ where an effort is made
to include people into the planning process but
only persons with ‚higher positions’ and not the

main users. I experienced something similar
during my internship in mobility planning where
there was a workshop for important plannings

which should be done in the future but only
politicians and municipal leaders where

participating where some of them where not
even living in the planning area. Though, I think
that people affected by the planning should be

included more.

Something that I find really
unpleasant is nimbyism even

though I try to understand the
feelings and fear behind all the

opposition of something new and
different. This is probably and

iceberg and proper participation
process is calm and represents all
different kinds of people, not just

the loud ones.

As a citizen, even though I can
vote and make my voice

“heard”, I might feel as if it
would be astruggle to effect

local plansleading to any
concrete change

leiskaavassa määritetään merkittävästi alueen yleisluonnetta,
jolloin osallistumisella voisi vaikuttaa enemmän alueen

tuleviin toimintoihin ja rakenteisiin, mutta ehkä
mielenkiintoisempi ja yksityiskohtaisempi asemakaavoitus on

sidoksissa vahvasti voimassa olevaan yleiskaavaan. Tällöin
osallisten vaikutusmahdollisuudet ovat rajatummat. Toisin

sanoen, mitä konkreettisemmassa vaiheessa suunnitelma on,
sitä haastavampaa siihen on vaikuttaa.

Who has the final authority or
decision-making power?if the

plannerhas no power over
decisions why participants

waste their time
collaboratingwith him



Own experiences/attitudes

it feels a bit contradictory that we spent a lot of
time making plans ready for a public event, only to
spend more time later making modifications to our
plans according to the feedback we got. In a way
this is a good thing because it does mean that we
take peoples’ feedback into account. On the other
hand, engaging people in the earlier stages would
probably decrease the amount of futile work and

redoing things in the later parts of the project.

My general attitudes towards public participationare
more or less skepticaland Ithinkthe reasonfor that is in
our ways to make participatory planning. Ithink that

the biggest problem is that it is so difficult to get all the
groups of people involved to the process. For example
some people just don t́ care, some people don t́ have

me, some people can t́ speak finnish or english.

I have not myself participated in public
participation processes very many times. I

remember answering to a few
maptionnaires but that is mostly my

experience of public participation. Ifind
them quite easy to use and I think that they

are a good tool for planners. I have
occasionally followed the participatory

planning processes of the major light rail
projects.

Last year I took part in one public participation
survey. I received a mail to my home address and

followed its instructions for participation. Honestly, it
was very easy to participate and also everything was
made easy to understand from the perspective of any
ordinary person. What’s funny is that I found the data
of my answers in the course “Urban experience” when

investigating the Espoo city clusters. Taking part in
public participation surveys also gives a kind of a

feeling of being able to help the planners and
influence the actual decisions.



What you would like to learn

I have never participated in any public participation in urban planning.
Hence, I would find it useful to reflect my general attitude and

assumption generated from my background and the course’s pre-
survey towards public participation. Perhaps, at the end of the course,

I’ll be able to compare the learning outcomes with what I have
assumed about public participation

I do not know many methods of public
participation so far but the ones I know

are not that great. Exactly the fact that I
do not know many methods is one

weakness of them. If people do not know
them, they are not useful. There definitely

must be some information distribution
process that reaches more citizens from
various groups, for example via E-Mail,

newspaper or during a lecture.

Of course, it is hard to make
everyone happy but in my

opinion trought participation
it is possible to make more

people more happy. Im
looking forward to hear more
about different participation

methods and cases. I hope
that this course will give me

good advices to use in my
future job.



Your personal attitudes towards public participation – SURVEY RESULTS

Best participatory planning process is informal and spontaneous

The focus should be in the high quality outcome

The knowledge utilized in participatory planning should be produced as a
local knowledge building process

It is important that the knowledge is generalizable allowing comparison with
other contexts

It is important that the local activists are well represented in participatory
processes

It is important that people are able to express their collective viewpoints

A planner should try to understand the variety of needs of people

New technology methods like online tools and social media are best
methods for participatory planning

Participants should be encouraged to self-organize participation

Participatory planning should focus on all levels of planning, also general
and regional planning

Experts and politicians are the ones who can make the final decisions and
find the solutions

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100



In Finland
The Finnish

Land Use and Building
act 2000

aims to ensure that everyone has
the chance to participate

§
The law obliges Finnish
cities and other actors to
offer “anyone affected by
the plan” a possibility to
participate in an open
planning process.



Chapter 8
Planning procedure and

interaction

Section 62
Interaction in drawing up a plan

Planning procedures must be organized and
the principles, objectives and goals and

possible alternatives of  planning publicized
so that the landowners in the area and
those on whose living, working or other

conditions the plan may have a substantial
impact, and the authorities and

corporations whose sphere of activity the
planning involves (interested party), have

the opportunity to participate in preparing
the plan, estimate its impact and state their

opinion on it, in writing or orally.

Chapter 1
General provisions

Section 6
Interaction and publication of planning

information

Plans must be prepared in interaction
with such persons and bodies on whose
circumstances or benefits the plan may
have substantial impact, as prescribed

below in this Act.

The authority preparing plans must
publicize planning information so that
those concerned are able to follow and

influence the planning process.



In this course …

We will study the diverse,
sometimes contested
approaches and practices
In the field of
participatory planning



Varying THEORETICAL views –
Course literature



This course:
The varying views concerning PP practises

PARTICIPANT
DATA &

KNOWLEDGE

PARTICIPATORY 
PLANNING 
PRACTICE

PARTICIPATORY
DECISION

MAKING &
PLANNING



The varying views & course structure

PARTICIPANT DATA &
KNOWLEDGE

Aija Staffans
Marketta Kyttä
Maarit Kahila

Damiano Cerrone
Kimmo Lapintie

ORGANIZING PUBLIC
PARTICIPATION

Sirkku Wallin
Maija Faenhle
Pilvi Nummi

Eveliina Harsia
Saana Rossi

PLANNING
& DECISION MAKING

Mikko Rask
Johanna Palomäki

Lasse Peltonen

Course assignment options:
RENEWED Participatory Planning Plan (PPP) (Osallistumis- ja arviointisuunnitelma, OAS)

Your own PPGIS-survey



Data & knowledge?
Scientifically valid and 
reliable knowledge?

Generalizable knowledge?

Local knowledge building?

Context spesific knowledge?



Who participants?
Neighbourhood

unions?
Common good? Nimbyism?

Random
sampling?

Activists
”Super-people”?



How to organize?
Landuse and
planning act?

Self-organized
participation?

Formal?Informal?



Where is the focus?

Master planning?

Content/ outcome?

Detailed planning?

Planning process?

Strategic planning?



Participatory
planning can
be realized in
various
phases of the
planning
process?

When & how?

Starting of a
new project

Implementation,
evaluation and
follow-up

Decision
making and
accepting the
plan

Making plan 
proposals



Who desides & makes the
final plans?

Closed profession Deliberative
planning



Which methods?
Traditional New technology



Participation tools/toolboxes

International 
Association for Public 

Participation:
http://www.iap2.org/

Participedia:
https://www.participe

dia.net/

Toolkit on Public 
Engagement with 

Science: 
https://toolkit.pe2020
.eu/toolkit/section-b-

pe-methods-and-
tools/b2-designing-pe-
initiatives/?rsrc=pe20

20-4

Action Catalogue:
http://actioncatalogue

.eu/

Participation
Compass:

http://participationco
mpass.org/planning/i

ndex

Find your own: ?



The ladders of
participation by
Sherry Arnstein
(1969)



International
Association
for Public
Participation
https://www.iap2.org/



PHASES OF THE CYCLE OF PARTICIPATORY PLANNING

LEVELS OF
PARTICIPATION

Initiation Planning and
design

Implementation Evaluation/
Research

Maintenance

Community control Paper and pencil tests,
visioning

Modeling,
games, trade
offs

Contracted and self-
building

Internal and
external evaluation

Contracted or self-
maintenance

Partnership Future workshops,
mapping, stakeholder
analysis

Planning
workshopsCons
ensus building

Contracted and self-
building, training
workshops

Self-evaluation
portfolios
Citizen panels

Collaborative
maintenance

Consultation Surveys, meetings/
Campaigns,
demonstrations

Communication
and information
techniques (ICT)

Displays POE Surveys,
ICT

Information Leaflets, lobbying Media Videos Traditional research
methods

Traditional
research methods

Horelli, 2002



The
structure
of the
course



Opportunities to follow
real life participatory planning Helsinki

Find participatory planning events:
https://www.hel.fi/helsinki/fi/kaupunki-ja-hallinto/osallistu-ja-vaikuta/hankkeet

Online event 4.3: Mayor’s evening concerning
Arabianranta, Kumpula & Toukola

Onsite (?) event 25.3: Nature & zoning night
concerning Central Park



EspooPlease visit
https://www.espoo.fi/fi-fi/asuminen_ja_ymparisto/kaavoitus

Online event 16.3:
The zoning of
Masalakuja



Your course
work:
two options



Participation and assessment schemes are drawn up at the start of the planning process, to define
how citizens, organizations and other interest groups can contribute to the whole process. Such co-
operation begins during the initial phase of the planning process, while alternatives are still open,
to allow participants to genuinely influence the plans.

Course work: option 1
Participation and assessment
scheme 2.0
Osallistumis- ja arviointisuunnitelma OAS
Public Participation Plan (PPP)



Section 63

Participation and Assessment Scheme
When a plan is being drawn up, a scheme covering participation and
interaction procedures and assessment of the plan's impact must be

drawn up in good time, as required by the purpose and the significance
of the plan.

The initiation of the planning process must be publicized so that
interested parties have the opportunity to

obtain information on the principles of the planning
and of the participation and assessment procedure.

Such publicity must be arranged in a manner appropriate to the
purpose and significance of the plan. The publicity may also take place

in connection with the publication of a planning review.



Option 1
Create your own OAS 2.0/PPP 2.0

• Select real or imaginary urban planning case
• Use course literature to justify your approach
• Sketch and write: The format of the work is free. You can combine texts,

visualizations, webpages, videos etc. in your work.
• Length of the work is 5-10 pages or corresponding amount of other material



Option 2
Design, realize and test a Public Participation survey
Aim: Learn how to design and realize PPGIS survey workself. Test your tool with a few participants.
Tool: Maptionnaire-service

Instructions:
1. Plan your survey by using course literature from this course or perhaps lessons that you have

learned in other courses (e.g. Urban Experience). Justify your approach.
2. Design PPGIS survey for a real or imaginary publica participation process. Describe this process

briefly.
3. Register to the Maptionnaire service (opens later) and use the available survey tools.
4. Test your survey by collecting a small PPGIS dataset. A few participants are enough. Analyse the

findings by e.g. using the online analysis tools of the Maptionnaire service.
5. Report your project by writing a short description (5-10 pages)



Also…
• Each visiting lecturer recommends an article or two
• Please read the recommended article(s) before the session
• I will assign ”opponents” for each session who will lead the

discussion
• You will be an opponent twice during the course
• You are supposed to read the articles recommended by the

teachers also during the other sessions

Discussion!Volunteers for the first opponent role?



Grading of the course

The course is assessed with the scale 1-5. The score is calculated
based on the following rules:

20 % individual reflections
20 % active participation in classes
60 % individual course assignment



See you on Thursday!


